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1.
The 周易 zhōuyì consists of sixty-four “hexagrams” made up of six solid or broken lines as in the 
shapes per ䷃ or ䷭.
Hexagram are like 'chapters' of the book, each beginning with a dictum, usually quite formulaic, with 
an explanation of its meaning (so called guàcí 卦辭) and six “oracle texts” (yáo 爻, a different 
character but almost certainly the same word as the yao 繇 or “oracle” referred to in the Zuo Zhuan 
texts) correspondig to the six single lines. 
Yáo 爻 texts usually, and not ever, descibes some omen in the natural world (employing a four-
character phrase), followed by a rhyming couplet of other four-characters, relating the omen to some 
topic again in the human/natural realm.
Outside this likewise 'standard format' texts in ZhouYi are not always complete as these. Many line 
statements are much simpler, composed of some formulaic injunction or prognostication.

2.
Ming Dong Gu [2005], Chinese Theories of Reading and Writing - State University of New York Press 
(p.82)

3.
In my knowledge the only 'western' work available is by Kunst, R.A.  [1985], The original Yijing: a text, 
phonetic transcription, translation and indexes, with sample glosses - University of California, Berkeley; 
based on Bernard Karlgren‘s reconstructions availables in ‘Grammata Serica Recensa‘ - (1957) Bulletin of
the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 29: 1-332.

4.
I fall in love on relations among prosodic analysis and syntactic constructions, based on the work of 蔡
宗齐 Cài Zōng-Qí and 馮勝利 Féng Shènglì avalaibes in English language.

One of freely available thorough studies in phonorhetorical structures:
Tharsen J.R.  [2015], Chinese Euphonics: phonetic patterns, phonorhetoric and literary artistry  in early 
chinese narrative texts - The University of Chicago (Dissertation)

5.
After completing the last draft of this project, I become aware of the insightful and thorough work of 
Dr. Johann-Mattis List, (Centre des Recherches Linguistiques sur l'Asie Orientale, Paris): "Using Network 
Models to Analyze Old Chinese Rhyme Data" and the related platform digling.org/shijing great mine of data 
and surce of inspiration. I'm sure I will learn a lot both on methodology and on data organization. 

6.
Divination is the making of a narrative based on the querent. Where I’m not a scholar nor a shaman, I 
seek for a guidance by phonetic-incitement, together with many tools at hand, to take care of reality.
A beautiful paper about: B. Fuhrer - “Seers and Jesters: predicting the future and punnning by graph 
analysis” 

http://lingulist.de/documents/list-2016-rhyme-networks-preprint.pdf
http://lingulist.de/documents/list-2016-rhyme-networks-preprint.pdf
http://digling.org/shijing/

